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Introduction
The object numbered AB110 was donated to the Egypt Centre, Swansea, by Aberystwyth
University in 1998. It is a light brown steatite, or soapstone cippus assumed to be from
Abydos, dating from the Late Period to the Graeco-Roman Period1 and currently lies in the
House of Death at the Egypt Centre.

Brief description
This light brown steatite cippus depicts Harpokrates, also known as Horus the Child.2 Horus
is carved in the usual high relief3 and shown wearing the “side-lock of youth.”4 Standing on
top of crocodiles, he is depicted holding snakes and scorpions (fig. 3) as a display of victory
over threatening animals (fig. 1). Directly above Horus is a very damaged head of the god,
Bes, who was also associated with protection especially during the Late to Graeco-Roman
Period from which there are many stelae depicting the two together.5 Bes’ head usually
shows sign of wear due to the rubbing in attempt to invoke the healing powers in addition to
the curative water.6
The reverse and sides of AB110 are inscribed with hieroglyphs (figs. 4–5). However, they are
very worn away and are illegible. By looking at parallels from both the Late and GraecoRoman Periods, such as those from Stewart’s catalogue (UC16548; UC165477), it can be
assumed that they would be similar due to the Horus cippi’s protective utility against
dangerous animals deriving from the myth of Harpocrates and Isis. Both cippi refer to youth
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and rejuvenation of the elderly and also the hope that Thoth will repel Neha-her, a serpent in
another form of Apep (the deity of chaos and the enemy of Ra).8 The latter reference being
almost identical in both periods of stelae. Constant rubbing and contact with water would
lead to this erosion, especially as it is a soft stone. It is however, suggested that over time,
hieroglyphs became more formless and so may have merely been symbolic in later periods,9
making it difficult to know whether this is the case for AB110.

Dimensions
AB110 weighs 246g and stands at a height of 105.1mm. However, the object has been broken
on the top left hand corner (fig. 1) and therefore measures to 60.2mm in height on that side.
The diagonal break measures to 65.9mm in length. It spans from the top of the cippus directly
above the relief of Horus and Bes, to halfway down the left side leaving a remainder of
32.2mm along the top of the cippus. The width of the base measures at 84.6mm and the
thickest point of the cippus measures to a depth of 41.1mm with the thinnest point being
23.1mm (fig. 2).

Dating
As the find spot of AB110 is unknown, the dating of the cippus is based solely on the relative
dating forms of descriptive typology and seriation. This is further an issue due to the inability
to perform absolute forms of dating such as dendrochronology, radiocarbon dating or
calendar dating.10 Dendrochronology would be purposeless in this case as the inorganic
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composition of stone means that the cippus cannot be dated via radiocarbon dating.
Furthermore, the lack of legible inscriptions prevent calendar dating as no name or date can
be utilised. Another form of dating, stratigraphy, could have proved useful had there been
documentation on the cippi’s excavation site, however as AB110’s excavation site is
unknown, this proves futile. 11

Material
Steatite is a soft and malleable stone that occurs naturally in Egypt. The nearest steatite
quarry to Abydos is located in the Eastern desert between Safaga and Quseir, making it the
most likely area of provenience for the stone. This however, cannot be confirmed as the other
eight known steatite quarries that are further south between Esna and Marsa-Alum, are not
excessively far away from Abydos either.12 Due to the quarries being within the same vicinity
of Abydos (fig. 20), and steatite not being an imported material, it can be assumed that
steatite was a common stone and therefore not as expensive as those quarried further away or
imported. In order to determine the wealth of this stone, the effort expenditure factors can be
taken into consideration, these being; distance to the raw materials, difficulty of travel and
hardness of the materials.13
Looking at the table (fig. 6), it shows Lapis having the highest value of 19.0 effort
expenditure compared with the meagre 7.0 effort expenditure of steatite, suggesting it to have
the least effort expenditure out of all the stones listed. The second list shows the importance
or attitudes towards these materials by Egyptians14 with steatite listed with a value of 5.0
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along with more semi-precious stones such as amethyst and garnet. Due to the high effort
expenditure of the latter two however, they would not be affordable for common people
compared to steatite. This ease of quarrying would have made steatite plentiful and affordable
for the common man. The popularity of cippi amongst the common people, allows it to be
assumed that the average stone used would be steatite as on the British Museum online
collection, the majority of cippi from the Late Period and the Graeco-Roman Period were
made of this (British Museum EA36250; British Museum EA27374; British Museum
EA60961), meaning that it was an affordable stone.
Qualities of natural materials such as stone, symbolised the deities and this refers to the
Memphis story of creation15 where it is believed that the gods are immanent in nature. These
materials had qualities that reflected the gods and were symbolic, in this case, stone
representing strength and durability. Considering steatite is a soft stone, which scratches and
erodes easier than harder materials, it is nonporous and therefore repels water, which would
have been regularly poured over it because of its utility as a cippus.

Production
Cutting and carving the stone would have been relatively easy due to this softness and
because each cippus was carved by hand, each would be slightly different, as opposed to
moulded, mass produced objects. Specifically relating to Graeco-Roman dated cippi, stone
tools would have been used to initially rough out the shape before employing finer bronze or
copper tools until final minute details were etched using chisels.16 The hieroglyphs on the
reverse (fig. 4) and sides of the cippus, the finer details of Horus, and the snakes and the
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scorpions would have been etched in this way (fig. 10). Steatite, along with gypsum is one of
the few stones indigenous to Egypt that could be cut with metal chisels17 and even be cut
through with a saw.18
Although AB110 is not glazed, steatite in many cases can be glazed to a bright blue colour,
though not as bright as faience.19 It is believed that glazing was almost certainly discovered
when molten copper was poured into moulds of soapstone and so it is that steatite was the
first material in Egypt to be glazed.20
The Egypt Centre states that this object dates between the Late Kingdom and Graeco-Roman
Period.21 By examining the Horus carving on AB110, it can be dated through seriation dating
by looking for parallels in other objects with his depiction during this era. In a catalogue,22 it
was explained that if the piece was from the Ptolemaic era, as it can be assumed AB110 is,
the figure of Horus would not have his fingers raised to his lips, but in fact his arms would be
at his sides. This is the case with AB110 since it shows the arms of Horus by his sides. Along
with aforementioned parallels, this allows one to be confident in the theory that this cippus is
of the Ptolemaic Period.
Furthermore, there are parallels regarding the texts on cippi from Late and Ptolemaic Periods
in a second catalogue.23 Two of the cippi from this collection, have translations of protective
spells on the back of the stelae; although one is from the Late Period and the other is from the
Ptolemaic period, both have relatively the same translations. Since the cippi from both
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periods show such similarities, the fact that AB110 contains illegible text, may not prove to
be a great issue.

Use/Function
It was not until the Ptolemaic Period that Horus the Child was regarded with much
importance;24 after which, cippi were amongst the most popular religious images; this is
suggested from the large amounts of them being found in Egyptian collections.25 Used as
protection against dangerous animals, water would be poured over the spells on the cippus
and then drunk.26 This healing magic was believed to work, by drinking the curative water
which had been poured over the stelae, thus absorbing the powers from the hieroglyphs. The
inscriptions would have been drawn from features of the Pyramid Texts, with them acting as
a prototype.27
It has been suggested that the main reason for the inscriptions on these cippi was not for
reading, but for ingesting. This made it widely available for the many who were illiterate, as
they would simply drink the curative water without having to recite any incantations.28 This
would have been believed to be a preventative measure as well as a cure, however, magical
healing would have been used in conjunction with standard medical procedures. For example,
the curative water would have been consumed, after which the priest would have cut open the
wound and attempted to remove the poison.29
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The fact that large cippi were placed in public30 for all to use, supports this; this is because if
they were meant to be read, the illiteracy of much of the population would deem this public
monument a waste. The role of Horus on the Crocodiles derives from the story in which
Horus is fatally stung by a scorpion, when his mother Isis, appeals to the god Thoth to revive
him. He is revived and given powers henceforth to defeat such creatures that pose a risk,
especially to children.31
The use of cippi during the Graeco-Roman Period was very popular within the home. Horus
was one of the most popular divinities for common people32 because of his protective
qualities. He, along with the depiction of Bes, who is shown above him on most cippi,
particularly enhances protection for children against wild animals.33 As AB110 is small and
simple compared to larger cippi such as the Metternich Stela, which was in a public area of a
temple (The Metropolitan Museum of Art New York 50.85), it can be assumed that it would
have been for domestic use as it lacks the same grandeur as one meant for the public. British
Museum EA63799 (fig.7) was also most likely for domestic use, it is made from steatite and
it is most similar to AB110 in dimensions and iconography. Additionally, it has the same
small base that just allows it to stand upright (fig. 8; fig. 9), instead of a basin like the larger
cippi. The Met Museum cippus (fig.11), and National Scotland Museum cippus (fig. 12), both
of which are from the Ptolemaic era, display this same base which allows the stelae to
balance upright. All water that had collected in the basin was considered to be curative as the
basin itself was lined with inscriptions.34 This makes it highly effective for a public location
with easy access to the water.
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As well as being used domestically, during the Ptolemaic era, cippi were occasionally used as
a temporary amulet worn by magicians during dangerous rites. One of these being a complex
spell in order to invoke and control deities, where texts advise a magician to use a piece of
linen soaked in the curative water that had been poured over a cippus, and write a formula on
it to associate themselves with the god Horus and then wear an amulet to protect their whole
body.35
Transformation and reuse
Unfortunately, there seems to be no evidence to show that AB110 had been reused in any
way other than its inherent purpose of being a protective stela. The iconography of the Horus
Child and what he symbolises, makes the cippus specific in its use and therefore would most
likely not have been reused or transformed in any way. The object did however gain its
museum number AB110, on its base, upon its arrival at the Egypt Centre, Swansea (fig.24).
Deposition
As AB110’s exact date is unknown, the assumptions made are based on what is to be
expected within a general trend. That being, that as the popularity of religious Horus
protection increases, so will the need for cippi, and vice versa. The end of the Horus cippi’s
use would only be parallel to that of its religious relevance. As the belief in Horus and his
protective qualities lost significance in Egypt, this, presumably, would have indicated the end
of the cippi’s utility. As Horus cippi are found in abundance from the Graeco-Roman
Period36, it must be after this in which the use of cippi ended.
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Rediscovery
The site of rediscovery of AB110 is not known, as in 1903, the Egyptologist Margaret
Murray had privately acquired items from Abydos for Sir J. B. Williams, a subscriber of
Petrie’s excavations (fig. 16). She and Petrie excavated in Abydos from 1902-1903, and so
this would have been the time in which she obtained these items.37 Although acquired from
here, it does not prove Abydos to be the archaeological provenience, though it is likely, as
aforementioned under the ‘Materials’ section. In a letter to Williams, dated May 1903,
Murray states that she did not know where the objects were found nor which objects were
found with them (fig. 13; fig. 14). The cippus would most likely have been sent to Williams
in the August 1903 dispatch stated in the letter, as the cippus is listed as no. 26 (fig. 15) on
her list of 67 objects sent to J. B. Williams.
AB110 was bequeathed to The University of Wales, Aberystwyth, by J. B. Williams in 1926
as he had been the President of the university from 1913 till his death. The cippus was
amongst items that Williams had bequeathed to the university, such as his house, its contents
and half of his money.38
A letter from Anthony Donohue, a consultant for The Egypt Centre, includes the above lists
and photocopies of Murray’s correspondence with J. B. Williams (fig. 16). From this,
enclosed is a list of materials, correlated with the list of objects sent from Aberystwyth
(fig.19) and those from Murray’s list. This shows the transformation of how AB110 became
so. Placed under the miscellaneous list by Donohue, the cippus was listed as number 26 on
Murrays list; after its donation by Williams, it was numbered 16.11 at the University of
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Wales, Aberystwyth (box 16, object 11). In 1998, it arrived at its current destination, The
Egypt Centre, being named AB110 (fig. 18; fig. 24).
The diagonal break on the cippus (fig. 1) appears to have occurred before its discovery; this is
assumed because of the condition of the site of breakage. Had the break occurred recently,
the edge would have been more jagged than it currently is. It appears as though the broken
edge was smoothed down over many years. As the find spot and year of excavation is
unknown, and no excavation reports are available, the cippi’s condition must be surmised.
An absolute, calendrical date for AB110 is not available, and although the possible locations
of steatite sourcing have been discussed, the cippus could be subject to lithic analysis such as
Optical Stimulation Luminescence. As aforementioned, absolute dating methods of
dendrochronology and radiocarbon dating would not be of use due to the object being made
of stone. Being made from stone and assumedly having not been burnt or heated in its
lifetime, Thermoluminescence dating would be of no use.
A more recent form of dating, Optical Stimulation Luminescence, is more advantageous in
this case as it has the ability to date inorganic materials compared to radiocarbon dating
which only dates organic materials. It is used to date unheated sediments that had been
exposed to sunlight39 before their burial, as assumedly AB110 could have been. An issue
arises, that for an expensive and invasive method of dating, it could result in little or no new
information which would not be worth damaging the object more than it already has been.
Focusing on the relative forms of dating, and comparing the cippus to parallels through
iconography, size and style, appears to be the best route by which to date AB110.
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Reinterpretation and current use
In the Egypt Centre, AB110 is currently displayed in the ‘Religion in the home’ cabinet (fig.
21), in the House of Death. The cippus is amongst objects relating mainly to protection of
women and children, and to fertility. It is fitting that the cippus is amongst these, as many of
the surrounding objects depict Bes, who as previously mentioned, becomes associated with
Horus the Child.40 This cabinet is the most appropriate one, as cippi were predominantly
utilised within the home. Alternatively, the ‘Gods’ cabinet may have been suited to hold the
cippus. A statue of Isis with the infant Horus on her lap, along with a statue of Horus as a
child (due to his nudity and finger to his lips), are both situated here; and the cippus may have
demonstrated Horus’ diversity in Ancient Egyptian iconography and religion (fig. 22).
The cippus being stored in the House of Death, appears to be a misplacement due to the fact
that its most common usage was in life. Pinch41 explains that some cippi would have been
kept in tombs to protect the deceased from creatures of the underworld in reptile or animal
form. This however, would have been a minority compared to its principle utility as a
protective means in daily life. The House of Death contains cabinets by the names of
Mummies, Shabti’s, and a section for provisioning the dead; these objects are distinctly
relating to the underworld, and are therefore in the correct gallery, unlike AB110.
The House of Life seems the most appropriate of the two galleries for reasons mentioned
previously; being that the cippus was used in life, rather than death. From the many cases in
this gallery, such as Glass, Faience, Wood and Textiles, the Stone cabinet may also have been
an appropriate site to house AB110. Various objects such as stone statues, cosmetic jars and
cosmetic palettes (fig.23) are found there.
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By placing this stone cippus in the ‘Religion in the home’ cabinet, it categorises it by its
usage rather than by its material. These objects that relate to each other in the cabinet
supplement each other in both context and importance in Egyptian daily life, therefore, it can
be said that AB110 is in the most complementary environment. The Egypt Centre is a small
site in which to house so many objects and one assumed that the space for the ‘Religion in the
Home’ cabinet is be unavailable in the House of Life.
Conclusion
Although the AB110 find spot is unknown, there has been much relevant information
unearthed regarding its iconography, its dating and its journey from Margaret Murray to the
Egypt Centre, Swansea. We can observe from parallel cippi that the dating of AB110
indicates it is more likely to originate from the Graeco-Roman Period than the Late Period, as
dated by the Egypt Centre. 42
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Figures

Figure 1- Front of cippus showing the break on the left side. Photo by Author- 2016.
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Figure 2- Measurements of the Horus cippus. Illustration by Author- 2016.

Figure 3- Horus the Child holding snakes and scorpions. Photo by Author- 2016.
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Figure 4- Inscriptions on the reverse of AB110. Photo by Author- 2016.

Figure 5- Inscriptions on the sides of the cippus. Photo by Author- 2016.
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Figure 6– Table showing effort expenditure of raw materials from Richards (2005), pp. 111.

Figure 7 – Steatite Graeco-Roman cippus similar to AB110 in dimension and iconography from British Museum EA63799.

Figure 8- The cippus almost stands up on its base. Photo by Author- 2016.
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Figure 9- Cippus has an inch-long chip along the base prevents it from standing upright
without some support. Photo by Author- 2016.

Figure 10- A close up of the carvings and etchings on AB110. Photo by Author- 2016.
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Figure 11- The Met Museum Ptolemaic cippus 20.2.23, has the same base as AB110 in the
way that it balances the stelae upright.

Figure 12- National Museums Scotland. Ptolemaic cippus A.1955.179. This cippus
demonstrates a similar shape and base as AB110 and The Met Museum’s 20.2.23.
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Figure 13- Photocopy of the letter from Margaret Murray to J. B. Williams from Donohue’s
letters to the Egypt Centre.

Figure 14- Part of a photocopy of the letter from Margaret Murray to J. B. Williams from
Donohue’s letters to the Egypt Centre. Copy from the Egypt Centre files on Aberystwyth
donations.
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Figure 15- The Horus cippus numbered 26 on the copy of Murray’s list of objects she had
obtained from Abydos. Copy from Donohue’s letter. Found from the Egypt Centre files on
Aberystwyth donations.
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Figure 16- Correspondence between Anthony Donohue and Carolyn Graves- Brown. The
letter sent to The Egypt Centre in 1999. Copy from the Egypt Centre files on Aberystwyth
donations.
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Figure 17- Terms and Agreements for the transfer of College Collections, University of
Wales, Aberystwyth to The University of Wales, Swansea, signed in 1997. Copy from Egypt
Centre files on Aberystwyth donations. Copy from the Egypt Centre files on Aberystwyth
donations.
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Figure 18- Part of Donohue’s list of materials, correlated with the object list from
Aberystwyth and those from Murray’s list. Copy from the Egypt Centre files on Aberystwyth
donations.
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Figure 19- Photocopy of the list of object from Aberystwyth, enclosed in Donohue’s letter.
Copy from the Egypt Centre files on Aberystwyth donations.
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Figure 20- A map with quarries from Aston, Harrell & Shaw, 2009, p. 9. Steatite is number 4
under ‘Others’ in the key.
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Figure 21- AB110 in ‘Religion in the home’ cabinet in the Egypt Centre. Photo by Author2016.

Figure 22- Statue of Isis holding Horus and statue of Horus with his ‘lock of youth’. Photo by
Author- 2016.
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Figure 23- Stone cabinet in the House of Life. Photo by Author- 2016.

Figure 24- Base of AB110 where the Egypt Centre numbered the cippus. Photo by Author2016.
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